Don’t miss this unique opportunity!

Seven brilliant artists from India will be in Iowa City performing a wonderful, unusual music concert:

A journey of realization...

**BHAIROV SE BHAIROVI**

**A MUSIC CONCERT**

**Script:** Dr. Sameer Kulkarni, **Music Arrangement:** Ashish Mujumdar  
**Direction & Narration:** Milind Oak  
**Vocalists:** Dattaprasad Ranade, Saily Panse - Shellikeri & Pandit Vijay Koparkar  
**Tabla:** Vinayak (Prasad) Joshi, **Violin:** Rajendra Bhave

**TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 • 7-10 PM**  
**UNIVERSITY CAPITOL CENTRE RECITAL HALL**  
Lower Level of Old Capitol Mall at Clinton/Washington Streets, Iowa City  
Seating begins at 6:30 p.m.

This concert presents North Indian Classical music “for the masses” through a scripted English narration that creates education and entertainment. “Sangeet” (music) transcends beyond the mundane levels of existence. To joy… happiness… bliss… an almost divine meditative state. Can this experience be deciphered? “Bhairav se Bhairavi” is an exposition of classical Indian musical tradition, based on the eternal cyclical clock of day and night. It commences with *raga Bhairav*, a morning *raga*, and concludes with *Bhairavi*, typically sung at the dawn.

**Come and enjoy this thrilling ride!**

This event and several related lecture/demonstrations on the UI campus are sponsored by the University of Iowa (UI) School of Music, the UI International Programs (IP), the UI John Pappajohn Entrepreneurial Center, the UI College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the UI South Asian Studies Program (SASP), the UI Office of Admissions, CARTHA, the Friends of India Cedar Rapids (FOICR), and the India Association of Iowa City Area (IAICA).